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Essve launches three new compressors
for small and medium nailing jobs
Essve launches three new compressors suitable for small and medium nailing
jobs, from ledging and door linings to roof truss and panels. The new models
C 5/10, C 16/10 and C 20/10 are compact and easy to handle and complete
Essve’s range of compressors.
– Our new premium compressors are compact as well as easy to use and
deliver a high performance. The robust compressors provide a smooth and
safe delivery of pressure to the tool all through the working day. They are
designed to provide Nordic craftsmen the right conditions, enabling

efficiency, flexibility and safe nailing jobs, says Stefan Carlsson, product
manager at Essve.
Essve CM 5/10 is an oil free compressor and compatible with a range of
finishing nail machines. The compressor is easy to handle and is suited for
simpler ledging and door lining work.
Essve 16/10 is a practical compressor; with double air connections it is
suitable for medium sized work like panels and roof truss. The model is
equipped with puncture free tyres and a mount for hose reel.
Essve 20/10 with its oil based lubrication works best in temperate
environments. The model is durable and the dual connection to the air
system makes it eligible for medium sized work. The compressor has a mount
for a hose reel, adjustable handles as well as puncture proof tyres for easy
and secure mobility.
Availability
ESSVE Compressor C 5/10, C 16/10 and C 20/10 are available at selected
retailers.
ESSVE Compressor C 5/10
Air delivery (6 Bar)

34 L/min

Weight

11 kg

Maximum working pressure

8,8Bar

Measure

370x370x340mm

Sound level

75 dB

Tank capacity 4 L

Service Interval

1000 h

Effect

0,5 Hk

Lubrication

Oil-free

Cylinders

1

Electrical connection

1 phase 230V

ESSVE Kompressor C 16/10
Air delivery (6 Bar)

165 L/min

Weight

39 kg

Maximum working pressure

10Bar

Measure

670x520x530mm

Sound level

85 dB

Tank capacity 16 L

Service Interval

1000 h

Effect

2,5 Hk

Lubrication

Oil-free

Electrical connection

1 phase 230V

Cylinders

1

ESSVE Kompressor C 20/10
Air delivery (6 Bar)

166 L/min

Weight

44 kg

Maximum working pressure

10Bar

Measure

800x530x580mm

Sound level

82 dB

Tank capacity 20 L

Service Interval

1000 h

Effect

Lubrication

Oil lubricated Cylinders

Electrical connection

1 phase 230V

2,5 Hk
1

Essve develops and markets a wide assortment of fastening products and
solutions. Since 1970 Essve has enabled partners and customers to become
more efficient.
In close collaboration with resellers, professional craftsmen and industrial
clients, Essve develops innovative fastening solutions making work easier
and securing lasting results.
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